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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
The Obscured Horror Show
Karl Marx used a metaphor about a camera obscura to describe the
contortions in the interpretations of ideology, and it’s also an
interesting metaphor to think about how information is delivered to us
from power. A camera obscura receives an image from a tiny hole
where the image is then projected in a state that is inverted and
reversed, such is the perspective given to us by the powers that be
where we are fed a myopic view and what is shown to the people is the
opposite of what is really going on. Pg 1-3

White Helmets and Hala Systems - the grotesque
militarisation of “humanitarianism” in Syria

White Helmets training in early warning systems - developed by Hala Systems. Idlib.
Photo: screenshot from Hala Systems promotional video

Syria, August 2019 - reports came in that Russian warplanes had
destroyed two terrorist-manned early warning radar posts in the
Northern Hama countryside, known as the 20th post and the Eagle
post. Pg 9-22

Former Israeli Intel Official Claims Jeffrey
Epstein, Ghislaine Maxwell Worked for Israel

Israel Has Murdered 500
Palestinians Since Trump
Declared Jerusalem The
Capital Of Israel
Since December 2017, when Trump
announced his recognition that
“Jerusalem is Israel’s eternal capital”,
at least 481 Palestinians have been
murdered by Israeli forces according
to a new report. Pg 3-4

Twitter Suspends Accounts
For Propaganda, Has Literal
Propagandist As High-Level
Executive
Middle East Eye‘s Ian Cobain has
published an exclusive titled “Twitter
executive for Middle East is British
Army ‘psyops’ soldier”, exposing the
fact that Twitter’s senior editorial
executive for Europe, the Middle East
and Africa also works for an actual,
literal propaganda unit in the British
military called the 77th Brigade.
Which is mighty interesting,
considering the fact that Twitter
constantly suspends accounts from
non-empire-aligned nations based on
the allegation that they are engaging in
propaganda. Pg 22-24

Additional Articles
Since the apparent death by suicide of Jeffrey Epstein in a Manhattan
prison, much has come to light about his depraved activities and
methods used to sexually abuse underage girls and entrap the rich and
powerful for the purposes of blackmail. Epstein’s ties to intelligence,
described in-depth in a recent MintPress investigative series
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/category/epstein-investigation /), have continued
to receive minimal mainstream media coverage, which has essentially
moved on from the Epstein scandal despite the fact that his many coconspirators remain on the loose. Pg 4-9

State Funded Propagandists Claim
Anti-War Journalists Are StateFunded Propagandists: Pg 24-26
Dear True Environmentalists: Fight
Corporate Criminality, not
Atmospheric Gases: Pg 26-29
Trumpenstein Must Be Destroyed!:
Pg 29-31
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front of us. Acting as if we need
a military this large which is
ostensibly for defending the US
is like Freddy telling you his
Source:
glove with knives is only for
https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/10/the- Continuing to trust the US
easy access to kitchen utensils.
obscured-horror-show/
government to not start another They are both obviously for
war based on false pretenses or murdering people.
By Jason Holland
trusting politicians and the
corporate state to stop the
These corporatists and
The pictures taken from the
environmental
destruction
is
politicians are well dressed
camera obscura of the ruling
class are then captioned for the akin to trusting Freddy Krueger raging narcissists who speak
people by the corporate media to babysit your kids and expect with a specific nomenclature and
and government PR providing it’s going to end up in something a twisted tongue directly for the
purpose of deceiving the masses.
obscured narration around the other than a horror show…
People like those in power now
already obscured images which
Well, Mr Krueger, let’s take a have been running these power
are carefully curated so that
nothing is ever perceived by the quick look at your babysitter games for a very long time and
qualifications before the wife they have no intent of ever
people other than what is
and
I head out for the evening. I changing. They lure the masses
intended by the propagandist
see here you have no references in with carefully crafted words
photographers.
and have some rather gruesome every election season and the
The actions taken by elites must scars, how did that happen? Oh, people gab and gossip over
be obscured because if they were some parents burned you alive which one of these lying
after you diddled and murdered psychopaths is better than the
done right in front of you sans
their kids? I see. Still, I’m not other. Sure Michael Myers has
the gaslighting it would strike
going to jump to any
an excellent foreign policy, but
anyone in a mindset outside of
conclusions and disqualify you Leatherface seems to have good
an indoctrinated culture to be
on that alone, I do believe in domestic fiscal policy, but then
horrified. And when the events
second chances. Sooo what are again, I really like what Jason
that occur every day in our
society are thought of on a small those knives on your hand for? Voorhees has been grunting
You say they’re just decorative? about immigration.
scale without the socially
Ok,
but they look awfully sharp.
applied labels, it’s clear to see
And
that’s a rather creepy
Right now the people still
the type of people we are truly
maniacal laugh you have there, remain unconvinced a Freddy
dealing with, and why ousting
that
doesn’t seem quite right, but Krueger-ish ruling elite are bad
their system from power is likely
still, I think it’s going to be fine. guys, and perhaps it’s not as
the only option if the story of
We’ll be back at 10, call us if obvious when they lack a
humanity is to have a next
you need anything and there’s maniacal guffaw, don’t openly
chapter. Because these are not
money to order a pizza on the look hideous, or wear blood
people acting in good faith;
kitchen counter.
stained knives on their hands.
rather these are people who rule
But let’s think about what is
over us and are addicted to
The
American
people
are
equally
being done by those in power
power and will do or say
as naive, trusting their
through a clear lens and
anything to get another hit to
government,
banks,
and
hopefully reach a point of
satisfy their addiction, which
socioeconomic enlightenment.
includes obliterating the natural corporations who are just as
crazy
as
a
horror
movie
slasher
To illustrate the point of their
environment that every living
thing on the planet depends on and the evidence is directly in insanities it’s best to think of

The Obscured
Horror

and is only done so that a few
people can have greater ego
status and some meaningless
luxuries.
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their actions on a smaller scale
and ask yourself if these people
and their social construct are
something we can ever trust
given their history and present
state. And will this system
somehow turn things around and
become the altruistic thing they
pretend to be in photographs
crafted by the camera obscura.

garbage you threw out what kind the closet. And you do all this
of person would you be? Yet this while telling them it’s for their
is exactly what capitalist grocers own good and the good of the
routinely do and worse, as it’s a greater society. Is this sane
special kind of awful to have
behavior? Yet again, we accept a
buildings full of food and that nation state that does this and
sits unused while others go
worse on a massive scale.
without proper nourishment.
And again to excuse this
Or what if a group of your
behavior of hoarding because
neighbors, who happen to have
people in power tell you that
the most weapons, stopped by
So it is pertinent to ask what
you’re not working hard enough one evening to tell you that you
kind of people are these that
for them, and even after a
can no longer grow vegetables
would make others homeless out lifetime of work it’s still not
on open unused land and can no
of nothing but greed. Let’s
enough to qualify you to have a longer fish out of a local lake,
hypothetically ask an ethical
right to food if you don’t have and that all these resources
question here. If there were only enough of their money which
would now be managed by them.
two people in the world and five they can, and do, create out of They will give you an allowance
homes available, would it not be thin air in computers and
if you do their work in a manner
the height of selfishness to claim handout in large amounts to
fitting to them so you can now
all the homes for yourself and cover the imbalances in their
buy food only from their
keep the other person out of the financial and banking systems. approved sources. And if you
available homes by threat of
To those in charge, it’s more just work hard enough and pay
violence while the existing
that a person starve than a
tribute to them with the
structures sat and rotted away
banking system go unbalanced, allowance they have given you
unused? Yet banks, corporations, or god forbid, take a financial
then they may even let you stay
and government policy allow
loss.
in your home. Remember, if you
this kind of behavior to happen
don’t obey what they say and
ubiquitously in every area
Or consider this. If you were to refuse to live by their laws, they
afflicted with capitalism, and
throw a party and you caught
will be forced to kidnap you and
they call it freedom for moneyed someone smoking a joint in your incarcerate you, and if you run
elites to be allowed to do so in house would a rational reaction from them when they try and
the vaunted “free” market
to this be to strip search them, kidnap you then they will get
system. They say it’s not greed lock them in your closet, and
their guns and shoot at you
you see, it’s freedom for the
then force them to pay you a fine simply because you ran. Sounds
powerful to do as they please.
for smoking? Then after keeping nuts, right? Yet, here we are with
It’s like saying Ted Bundy has a them as punishment in your
a very similar way of being only
god given right to murder
closet from several months to a applied to billions.
women and proclaiming it
couple years you proceed to
liberty for the serial killer.
track them and make them report Or what if your neighbor nextback to you that they found a job door started investing heavily in
Here’s another. If people were you approve of, while also
tanks and missiles and they
starving and you had a
demanding they come by and
shoot at your kids whenever they
warehouse full of groceries in
piss in a cup so that you can be come close to the property line.
your backyard and you threw out sure they haven’t decided to
And when questioned why they
the fruits and veggies with a spot smoke pot again, and if they
are doing such things they claim
or two and refused to even let
don’t abide by your rules you
it’s for their own protection
the starving people use the
threaten to throw them back into when almost no one else in the
2
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neighborhood has a single gun. for the well being for others. The objective lens without the titles,
Then one day your crazy
people buy into a society that
badges, and uniforms does the
neighbor knocks on your door has the worst kind of morals
picture become clear and sanity
and tells you the guy down the built into it and continue to
returns. We are collectively
street is a danger to everyone,
pretend like there is something captured by mavens in the art of
this supposed threat down the
here worth saving. To the blind cruelty, and not only do the
street also happens to have a
masses it still seems rational to collective people openly fight
large RV camper you’ve seen
cast votes for people to rule over against their rule, but we can’t
your neighbor eyeing repeatedly, us while these psychos ramp up accept or even be brought to
and now they want your kids to their discipline, surveil, and
discuss the true intent of their
take some of their guns over
punishment tactics and spread actions.
there and murder them even
endless warfare and pain across
though you have no idea what the planet.
Israel Has
those people down the street
Murdered 500
actually did or if the situation
All these first world nationcould be resolved through a
states are eager to tell you how
Palestinians Since
dialectical conversation instead free you are. Essentially free to
Trump Declared
of resorting to violence.
pay their taxes, work their jobs,
Regardless, they refuse to have a and contribute to their capitalist
Jerusalem The
conversation and inform you that growth in some manner. But if
Capital Of Israel
if your child doesn’t want to
you’re so free then try to get a
murder someone for them they’ll group of people and attempt to
lock them in their basement for escape their system. Try to
punishment. It doesn’t seem
secede from their rule at any size
rational, does it? But it seems
and you’ll be met with instant
rational for the US to do these opposition. Leaving their system
things and continue to have a
isn’t an option. You can perhaps
military many times the size of live in another nation-state they
any other nation while they
recognize, but you cannot start
make claims they are the ones your own, and even the ones
being threatened.
they recognize who don’t behave
Source:
in an economic manner that pays
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/10/0
And it’s worth pointing out
proper tribute to the ruling
4/israel-has-murdered-500again, these psychopathic
classes will be put under threat.
palestinians-since-trump-declaredbehaviors are everywhere and The planet is owned by a cartel
jerusalem-the-capital-of-israel/
people will still treat this system of mafiosos with important
By Robert Inlakesh
and its election theater with
sounding titles, where
utmost seriousness. Many of the sovereignty is granted not by the
problems we face are solvable, will of a people to be free, but The Centre for Jerusalem
yet they persist, and it never
from the existing powers that be. Studies, based in the old city of
Jerusalem, provided
seems to cross the mind of the
documentation showing that of
common voter that these
Everything nation-states,
the 481 murders, 102 were
injustices persist precisely
capitalists, or any social
because those in power are
structure in a hierarchical form children and 18 were women, 6
of those killed have been
doing something awful, the
does is horrific and iniquitous
people simply cannot fathom
while being normalized by way described having special needs.
that those they elect to rule
of semantics. Only when their Since the start of the Gaza’s
Great Return March, on the 30th
would act with such disregard actions are reframed under an
3
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of March 2018, over 330
Palestinians have been murdered
by Israeli forces. No Israelis
have been killed or sustained
significant injuries, beyond
scratches, from the
demonstrators. Israel however,
still insists that the protests have
been non-stop riots which have
been going on for nearly a year
and a half straight.

Source:
and the narrative of the Israeli
https://www.mintpressnews.com/arigovernment is sometimes quoted
ben-menashe-jeffrey-epstein-ghislainealmost word for word.
maxwell-israel-intelligence/262162/

So a valid question, given the
By Whitney Webb
hypocrisy of mainstream media
outlets coverage on Hong Kong For those who have examined
when paralleled with Gaza,
Epstein’s ties to intelligence,
would be, why are they also still there are clear links to both U.S.
pretending to oppose US
intelligence and Israeli
President Donald Trump?
intelligence, leaving it somewhat
Clearly the agenda behind
open to debate as to which
Israel is now in the process of
backing the Hong Kong protests, country’s intelligence apparatus
figuring out whether Benjamin works hand in hand with
was closest to Epstein and most
Netanyahu, currently battling a President Trump’s plans for
involved in his blackmail/sexcorruption and bribery scandal, China and even more evident is trafficking activities. A recent
or Benny Gantz, who was
it that channels such as the BBC, interview given by a former
summoned to the Hague during CNN, MSNBC etc., clearly are high-ranking official in Israeli
his election campaign for
helping Trump get away with
military intelligence has claimed
involvement in the execution of allowing the violence against
that Epstein’s sexual blackmail
a family in Gaza, will be their Palestinians to continue.
enterprise was an Israel
next Prime Minister. But
intelligence operation run for the
regardless of whom it is,
The reason Palestinians can be purpose of entrapping powerful
Trump’s alleged ‘Deal of the
executed in such large-scale
individuals and politicians in the
Century’ seem to be looming on attacks and massacres, is the
United States and abroad.
the horizon.
fault of the media and
international community. This In an interview
If the Trump administration goes includes the United Nations
(https://narativ.org/2019/09/26/blackm
ahead and attempts to implement (UN), International Criminal
ailing-america/) with Zev Shalev,
his plan, which has been alleged Court (ICC), Human Rights
former CBS News executive
to include the possible
Organizations and all the self- producer and award-winning
swallowing of sections of the
proclaimed “objective” media
investigative journalist for
West Bank by Jordan, as well as outlets. If there is no direct
Narativ, the former senior
the “resettlement” of Gazans to action against Israel for its
executive for Israel’s Directorate
the Egyptian Sinai, the violence crimes, we should expect
of Military Intelligence, Ari
will inevitably grow.
another surge in constantly
Ben-Menashe, claimed not only
escalating cycle of violence,
to have met Jeffrey Epstein and
Right now, the mainstream
perpetuated upon the Palestinian his alleged madam, Ghislaine
Western press is fixated on the people by the Israelis.
Maxwell, back in the 1980s, but
Hong Kong protests. They are
that both Epstein and Maxwell
providing coverage to the anti- Former Israeli Intel were already working with
China demonstrators in an
Israeli intelligence during that
Official Claims time period.
attempt to lionize groups, many
of which have engaged in real
Jeffrey Epstein,
violence and vandalism. Yet the
Ghislaine Maxwell “They found a niche”
demonstrations in Gaza are not
only largely ignored, but are
Worked for Israel In an interview last week with
perpetually portrayed as violent
the independent outlet Narativ,
4
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Ben-Menashe, who himself was involved in arms deals for
involved in Iran-Contra arms
anyone else he knew at the time,
deals, told his interviewer Zev but that Maxwell wanted to
Shalev that he had been
involve Epstein in the arms
introduced to Jeffrey Epstein by transfer in which he, Davies and
Robert Maxwell in the midBen-Menashe were engaged on
1980s while Maxwell’s and Ben- Israel’s behalf.
Menashe’s involvement with
Iran-Contra was ongoing. BenMenashe did not specify the year
he met Epstein.

Transport, on behalf of Leslie
Wexner’s company, The
Limited.
During this period, it is also
known that Epstein became well
acquainted with the British arms
dealer Sir Douglas Leese, who
collaborated with Khashoggi on
at least one British-Saudi arms
deal in the 1980s. Leese would
later introduce Epstein to Steven
Hoffenberg, calling Epstein a
“genius” and describing his lack
of morals during that
introduction. Thus, there are
indications that Epstein was
involved with Middle Eastern
arms deals, including some
related to Iran-Contra, during
this period. In addition, Epstein
would later claim (and then
subsequently deny) having
worked for the CIA during this
period.

Ben-Menashe told Shalev that
“he [Maxwell] wanted us to
accept him [Epstein] as part of
Ariel Sharon (right) meets with Robert
our group …. I’m not denying
that we were at the time a group Maxwell in Jerusalem on Feb. 20,
1990. Photo | AP
that it was Nick Davies [Foreign
Editor of the Maxwell-Owned
However, as MintPress reported
Daily Mirror], it was Maxwell, in Part IV of the investigative
it was myself and our team from series “Inside the Jeffrey Epstein
Israel, we were doing what we Scandal: Too Big to
were doing.” Past reporting by Fail,”(https://www.mintpressnews.co
Seymour Hersh and others
m/category/epstein-investigation/)
revealed that Maxwell, Davies Epstein was involved with
and Ben-Menashe were involved several arms dealers during this
in the transfer and sale of
period of time, some of whom After having been introduced to
military equipment and weapons were directly involved in Iran- Epstein, Ben-Menashe claimed
from Israel to Iran on behalf of Contra arms deals between Israel that neither he nor Davies were
Israeli intelligence during this and Iran. For instance, after
impressed with Epstein and
time period.
considered him “not very
leaving Bear Stearns in 1981,
competent.” He added that
Epstein began working in the
He then added that Maxwell had realms of shadow finance as a Ghislaine Maxwell had “fallen
stated during the introduction
self-described “financial bounty for” Epstein and that he believed
that “your Israeli bosses have
that the romantic relationship
hunter,” where he would both
already approved” of Epstein. hunt down and hide money for between his daughter and
Shalev later noted that Maxwell powerful people. One of these Epstein led Robert Maxwell to
“had an extensive network in
powerful individuals was Adnan work to bring the latter into the
Israel at the time, which
Khashoggi, a Saudi arms dealer “family business” — i.e.,
included the then-Prime
with close ties to both Israeli and Maxwell’s dealings with Israeli
Minister Ariel Sharon,
U.S. intelligence and one of the intelligence. This information is
according to Ben-Menashe.”
very revealing, given that the
main brokers of Iran-Contra
arms deals between Israel and narrative, until now at least, has
Ben-Menashe went on to say
Iran. Epstein would later forge a been that Ghislaine Maxwell and
that he had “met him [Epstein] a business relationship with a CIA Jeffrey Epstein did not meet and
few times in Maxwell’s office,
begin their relationship until
front company involved in
that was it.” He also said he was another aspect of Iran-Contra, after Robert Maxwell’s death in
not aware of Epstein being
1991, after which Ghislaine
the airline Southern Air
5
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moved to New York.

that…

MintPress that “some of the
proceeds from the illicit sales of
Ben-Menashe says that well
Ben-Menashe: And that it is
PROMIS were made available
after the introduction, though
[why] always so he [Epstein]
to Jeffrey Epstein for use in
again he does not specify what made sure these girls were
compromising targets of
year, Ghislaine Maxwell and
underage.
political blackmail.” As was
Jeffrey Epstein began a sexual
noted in a Mintpress series on
blackmail operation with the
In addition, when Shalev asked the Epstein scandal, much of
purpose of extorting U.S.
Ben-Menashe about the
Epstein’s funding also came
political and public figures on relationship between Jeffrey
from Ohio billionaire Leslie
behalf of Israeli military
Epstein and former Israeli Prime Wexner, who has documented
intelligence. He stated:
Minister Ehud Barak, Benties to both organized crime and
Menashe stated “After a while, U.S. and Israeli intelligence.
“In this case what really
you know, what Mr. Epstein was
happened, my take on it, in the doing was collecting
After the PROMIS software was
later thing, is that these guys intelligence on people in the
stolen from its rightful owner
were seen as agents. They
United States. And so if you
and developer, Inslaw Inc.,
weren’t really competent to do want to go to the U.S. if you’re a through the collusion of both
very much. And so they found a high-profile politician you want U.S. and Israeli officials, it was
niche for themselves —
to know information about
marketed mainly by two men:
blackmailing American and people.” Ben-Menashe
Earl Brian, a close aide to
other political figures.”
subsequently stated that Barak Ronald Reagan, later U.S. envoy
was obtaining compromising
to Iran and close friend of Israeli
He then confirmed, when
information (i.e., blackmail) that spymaster Rafi Eitan; and
prompted, that they were
Epstein had acquired on
Robert Maxwell. Brian sold the
blackmailing Americans on
powerful people in the United bugged software through his
behalf of Israeli intelligence.
States.
company, Hadron Inc., while
Maxwell sold it through an
In response to his statement, Zev
Israeli company he acquired
PROMIS, sex, and
Shalev replied, “But, you know,
called Degem. Before and
blackmail
for most people it’s hard for
following Maxwell’s acquisition
them to think of Israel as being
of Degem, the company was a
If Robert Maxwell did recruit
… blackmailing their leaders in
known front for Mossad
Epstein and bring him into the
the United States, it’s a very …”
operations and Mossad
“family business” and the world
at which point, Ben-Menashe
operatives in Latin America
of Israeli intelligence, as Beninterrupted and the following
often posed as Degem
Menashe has claimed, it
exchange took place:
employees.
provides supporting evidence for
information provided to
Ari Ben-Menashe: You’re
With Maxwell — Epstein’s
MintPress by a former U.S.
kidding? [laughs]…. It was
alleged recruiter and father of
intelligence official, who chose
quite their M.O. Sleeping
Epstein’s alleged madam —
to remain anonymous in light of
around is not a crime, it may be
having been one of the main
the sensitivity of the claim.
embarrassing, but it’s not a
salespeople involved in selling
crime, but sleeping with
PROMIS software on behalf of
This source, who has direct
underage girls is a crime.
intelligence, he would have been
knowledge of the unauthorized
in a key position to furnish
use of PROMIS to support
Shalev: It was a crime in 2000
Epstein’s nascent sexual
covert U.S. and Israeli
as well, but they let him off
blackmail operation with the
intelligence projects, told
6
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proceeds from the sale of
PROMIS.

began to attack Ben-Menashe’s
credibility following his
interview with Parry, and
claimed that Ben-Menashe had
never worked for Israeli
intelligence. When Parry soon
found evidence that BenMenashe had indeed served in
Israeli military intelligence,
Israel’s government was then
forced to admit that he had
worked for military intelligence,
but only as a “low-level
translator.” Yet, the
documentation Parry had
uncovered described BenMenashe as having served in
“key positions” and performed
“complex and sensitive
assignments.”

This link between Epstein’s
sexual blackmail operation and
the PROMIS software scandal is
notable given that the illicit use
of PROMIS by U.S. and Israeli
intelligence has been for
Ari Ben-Menashe arrives at Harare
blackmail purposes on U.S.
International Airport, in Zimbabwe,
Feb. 22, 2002. Photo | AP
public figures and politicians, as
was described in a recent
Prior to his arrest in November
MintPress report
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/cia- 1989, Ben-Menashe was a highranking officer in a special unit
israel-mossad-jeffrey-epsteinof Israeli military intelligence.
orwellian-nightmare/261692/).
He would later claim that his
Can an ex-spy be trusted? arrest for attempting to sell
American-made weapons to Iran
When dealing in the world of
was politically motivated, as he
deception and intrigue that
defines intelligence operations, it had threatened to expose what
the U.S. government had done A year later, Ben-Menashe
is often difficult to determine
would be interviewed by another
whether any individual linked to with the stolen PROMIS
software
if
the
U.S.
did
not
cease
journalist, Seymour Hersh. It
an intelligence agency is telling
would be Ben-Menashe who
the truth. Indeed, in the United providing Saddam Hussein’s
Iraq
with
chemical
weapons.
first revealed to Hersh secrets
States, there are examples of
Ben-Menashe was later
about Israel’s nuclear program
elected intelligence officials
acquitted
when
a
U.S.
court
and the fact that British media
committing perjury and lying to
Congress on several occasions determined that his involvement mogul Robert Maxwell was an
in the attempted sale of military Israeli spy, revelations that
with no consequences, and of
equipment to Iran was done on Hersh would not only
intelligence officials feeding
independently corroborate but
politically motivated and untrue behalf of the Israeli state.
include in his book The Samson
information to agency assets in
After his arrest, Ben-Menashe Option: Israel’s Nuclear Arsenal
the media.
was visited in prison by Robert and American Foreign Policy.
Parry, the former Newsweek
Hersh was then sued by Robert
So, are Ari Ben-Menashe’s
contributor
and
Associated
Press
Maxwell and the Maxwellclaims regarding Epstein and the
reporter who would later found owned Mirror Group for libel.
Maxwells trustworthy? In
addition to the aforementioned, and run Consortium News until The case was later settled in
Hersh’s favor, as the claims
corroborating information for his his recent passing last year.
Parry
remembered
that,
during
Hersh had made were true and
claims, a review of Benthat interview, “Ben-Menashe
not libelous. As a result, the
Menashe’s post-intelligence
Mirror Group paid Hersh for
career suggests this is the case. offered me startling new
information about the Irandamages, covered his legal costs,
Contra scandal, which I thought and issued him a formal apology.
that I knew quite well.”
After Ben-Menashe’s interviews
Israel’s government immediately by Hersh and Parry, Israel’s
7
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government was apparently
concerned enough about what
Ben-Menashe would tell
congressional investigators that
it attempted to kidnap him and
bring him back to Israel to face
state charges, much like Israeli
intelligence had done to Israel’s
nuclear-weapons whistleblower
Mordechai Vanunu. The plan
was foiled largely thanks to
Parry.

Prior to the conclusion of the
Hersh “libel” trial, which would
later uphold Ben-Menashe’s
claims regarding Robert
Maxwell’s Mossad activities as
true, there was a concerted effort
in the U.S. press to downplay
Ben-Menashe’s credibility. For
instance, Newsweek — in an
article on Ben-Menashe entitled
“One Man, Many Tales” —
claimed that “inconsistencies
may undermine Ben-Menashe’s
Parry, who broke many key
testimony in the British
stories related to the Iran-Contra courtroom proceedings,” citing
scandal in the 1980s and beyond, inconsistencies from sources in
was tipped off by a U.S.
Israel’s government and Israeli
intelligence source about a joint intelligence as well as BenU.S.-Israel plan to have BenMenashe’s ex-wife and Israeli
Menashe first be denied entry to journalist Shmuel (or Samuel)
the United States on his planned Segev, a former IDF colonel. It
trip to give congressional
goes without saying that such
testimony. Per the plan, Bensources had much to gain from
Menashe would be denied entry any effort to discredit Bento the U.S. in Los Angeles and Menashe’s claims.
then be deported to Israel, where
he would have stood trial for
According to Parry, this media
“exposing state secrets.” Parry campaign, which employed
called Ben-Menashe and
American journalists with close
convinced him to delay his flight ties to Israel’s government and
until he secured a guarantee for intelligence agencies, was very
safe passage from the U.S.
successful “in marginalizing
government.
Ben-Menashe by 1993, at least
in the eyes of the Washington
Ben-Menashe subsequently gave Establishment.” After a yearsa sworn statement to the House long media campaign to
Judiciary Committee that mostly discredit Ben-Menashe, “the
focused on U.S.-Israel collusion Israelis seemed to view him as a
regarding the theft and creation declining threat, best left alone.
of a “backdoor” into the
He was able to pick up the
PROMIS software. Benpieces of his life, creating a
Menashe offered to name names second act as an international
and provide corroborating
political consultant and
evidence for several of his
businessman arranging sales of
claims if he was offered
grain.” The effort to marginalize
immunity by the committee,
Ben-Menashe has continued
which, for whatever reason.
well into recent years, with
declined that request.
mainstream news outlets still
8

referring to him as a “selfdescribed ex-Israeli spy” —
despite the well-documented fact
that Ben-Menashe worked for
Israeli intelligence — as a means
of downplaying his claims
regarding his time in Israel’s
intelligence service.
After the conclusion of the
Hersh libel trial, Ben-Menashe
became an international political
consultant who “surrounded his
far-flung business activities in
secrecy and got involved with
some controversial international
figures, such as Zimbabwe’s
leader Robert Mugabe,” and
“conducted his international
consulting business … in a wide
variety of global hotspots,
including conflict zones,”
according to Parry. In addition to
Mugabe, Ben-Menashe has also
recently come under fire for his
consulting work on behalf of
Sudan’s military junta and
Venezuelan opposition politician
Henri Falcón.
Ben-Menashe has also
maintained ties to several
different intelligence services
and eventually became a
controversial whistleblower
whose information led to the
arrest of the former head of
Canada’s Security Intelligence
Review Committee, Arthur
Porter.
As far as his character is
concerned, Parry noted that BenMenashe could often be “his
own worst enemy” and that, even
though Parry considered his
information regarding Iran-
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Contra and PROMIS reliable
and noted that much of it was
later corroborated, he “often
compound[ed] his media
problem by treating journalists
in a high-handed manner, either
due to his suspicions of them or
his arrogance.”

of his past claims, a fire-bomb
was thrown into his Montreal
home, destroying it.

While Ben-Menashe’s postintelligence associations with
controversial governments and
Ari Ben-Menashe surveys the damage individuals have given plenty of
to his home after it was mysteriously fodder to the still thriving media
firebombed. Photos | Robert Parry
campaign to discredit his claims
Though Canadian media referred about covert U.S.-Israel
operations in the 1980s, there
to the incendiary device as a
Bill Hamilton, the original
“molotov cocktail,” Consortium remain troubling indications that
developer of the PROMIS
News reported that “the arson the Israeli government sees his
software and head of Inslaw
squad’s initial assessment is said information on decades-old
Inc., also found Ben-Menashe’s to be that the flammable agent events as a threat.
claims regarding the illicit use of was beyond the sort of
Now, with the major efforts by
PROMIS by U.S. and Israeli
powerful Americans and Israelis
accelerant used by common
intelligence agencies to be
to distance themselves from
criminals,” leading to
credible, though he expressed
speculation that the accelerant Jeffrey Epstein and other figures
doubts about Ben-Menashe’s
associated with his depraved sex
was military-grade.
character.
trafficking operation, BenHad it not been for the bomb, the Menashe may soon again find
Hamilton told MintPress the
origins of which Canadian police his reputation — and perhaps
following about Ben-Menashe: failed to determine, Benmore — under fire.
Menashe would have traveled to
"Ari Ben Menashe was the first the U.S. alongside a “senior
source to tell us reliable
Israeli intelligence figure” to be
information about the role of interviewed by Parry. The other
Rafi Eitan and Israeli
intelligence-linked individual,
intelligence vis-a-vis PROMIS according to Parry, “concluded
but, in the end, of course, he was that the attack was meant as a
a clandestine services-type guy message from Israeli authorities
whose official duties include the to stay silent about the historical
ability and willingness to lie, events that he was expected to
cheat, and steal.”
discuss.”

A threat revived

White Helmets and
Hala Systems - the
grotesque
militarisation of
“humanitarianism”
in Syria
Source:
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/white
-helmets-and-hala-systems-grotesquemilitarisation%E2%80%9Chumanitarianism
%E2%80%9D-syria

Though neither Ben-Menashe
nor Parry directly blamed
While Ben-Menashe may have Israel’s government for the
been viewed as a “declining
destruction of Ben-Menashe’s
threat” after the early 1990s, his home, Parry noted that the
By Vanessa Beeley
plans to meet with Robert Parry bombing did succeed in
of Consortium News years later “intimidating Ben-Menashe,
According to an article
in 2012 to discuss Iran-Contra shutting down possible new
published by South Front
and other covert dealings of the disclosures of Israeli misconduct (https://southfront.org/russian1980s appeared to change that. from the other intelligence
warplanes-destroy-two-early-warningRight before he planned to travel veteran, and destroying records posts-in-northern-hama-kill-severalfrom Canada to the United
that would have helped Benmilitants/), these early warning
States to meet with Parry and
Menashe prove whatever
posts are “tasked with
“finally prove” the truthfulness statements he might make.”
monitoring flights of Russian
9
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and Syrian warplanes” and warn opened fire on civilians trying to
armed groups throughout Hama use the Abu Duhur corridor - 2
and Idlib of incoming airstrikes civilians were killed and 20
on their positions.
others wounded.
South Front informed us that
“four militants, including two
commanders known as Abu
Jalbib and Abdo al-Nasan, were
killed during the Russian attacks
on the posts". Based on that
information it is clear that these
posts are military and not
“humanitarian” surveillance
bases.

Hala Systems logo - “protect
everything that matters”. Photo:
Screenshot from promotional video.

September 2019 - according to
reports from Syrian Alikhbaria
TV channel (in Arabic), Nusra
Front or Al Qaeda terrorists
(rebranded as Hayat Tahrir Al
Sham or HTS) installed
surveillance cameras at the
western side of the Abu Duhur
humanitarian corridor at AlSultan hill to monitor civilians
who attempt to flee the terroristheld areas of Idlib to safe zones
controlled by the Syrian Arab
Army and Russian military and
humanitarian agencies.
On September 26th 2019,
medical sources informed Al
Watan newspaper in Damascus
that Nusra Front terrorists

FCO) is one of the primary
financiers of this pseudo “first
responder” group that has
usurped the original Syrian Civil
Defence
The targeting of civilians
(https://21stcenturywire.com/tag/realattempting to flee terroristsyria-civil-defence/), established
occupied and controlled areas of inside Syria in 1953.
Syria is a familiar one, reported
in East Aleppo and Eastern
The White Helmets are already
Ghouta as the SAA advanced
proven
towards final liberation of these (https://21stcenturywire.com/tag/White
districts. The value of these
-Helmets/) to be auxiliaries of the
civilians for the terrorists is
multiple extremist offshoots or
primarily as human shields,
forerunners of Al Qaeda and
hostages to be used as
ISIS in Syria - this article will
instruments to turn back the
demonstrate the extent to which
inevitable sweep to victory of
the group provides cover for the
the SAA across Syria.
supply of military and
“humanitarian” equipment that
It has also been reported to me, essentially enables the armed
by civilians and medical staff in groups to combat the Syrian
the region, that the armed groups military campaign to reclaim
demand upwards of $ 500 of an “every inch” of Syrian territory
already impoverished civilian
from the terrorist groups acting
population to be allowed to exit as proxies for the US Coalition
via these Russian/Syrianand their allies in the Gulf
established corridors.
States, Israel and Turkey.
Who is providing the terrorist
groups still occupying the northwest of Syrian territory, Idlib,
with the surveillance equipment
and early warning technology to
monitor airstrikes and civilian
movement?

Hala Systems - who are
they and what do they do?
In August 2015, my first article
on the White Helmets was
published by the Ron Paul
Institute
(http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/fe

This article will provide
atured-articles/2015/august/27/syriaevidence that the White Helmets the-propaganda-ring/). In this
are a militarised faux
article, I mention that Khaled
“humanitarian” organisation,
Khatib, a White Helmet
seemingly providing essential
cameraman, was demanding an
early warning technology to alert early warning system that would
the armed groups of imminent “ensure civilians can flee areas
airstrikes by Syria and Russia. that are about to be bombed”.
The UK Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (UK
10

This appeal was echoed, at the
time, by Syria Campaign
director, James Sadri.
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According to published data
safe haven since 9/11” according
Syria Campaign were
about Sentry - the warning
to Brett McGurk - former
established with seed funding
system relies on human
Special Presidential Envoy for
from Ayman Asfari. Asfari, a
observers and remote sensors to the Global Coalition to Defeat
Syrian oil executive, UK
collect data on potential air
ISIS at the U.S. Department of
resident and supporter of the
strikes. Observers spot the take- State.
regime change war against Syria off of Russian or Syrian
is also known for his generous warplanes - they enter critical
Hala Systems makes the claim
contributions to the UK
information into an Android app, that their technology has resulted
Conservative party. Asfari was which then sends information to in an estimated 20-27%
investigated by the serious fraud Hala’s servers. Sensors placed in reduction in casualty rates in
squad UK on allegations of
trees or on top of buildings
2018. Of course, it is not
extensive bribery and corruption collect acoustic data which aid determined conclusively whether
in the oil and gas industry for the confirmation of plane type,
those casualties are civilians or
last three years, according to the location and flight path.
armed group fighters. There is a
Electoral Commission.
Software gathers and analyses history of the manipulation of
the data to determine the
statistics for the benefit of the
The question I raised at the time potential for and location of the US Coalition aggressors in
in my article was “who would
incoming air raid. If the risk is Syria.
benefit most from this early
high, the system will generate
warning system – the civilians alerts via social media and
Hala Systems website informs
or the “rebels”?
activate air raid sirens remotely. us that they are “democratizing
Using a “neural network”, an
advanced defense, sensing, and
automated system continuously artificial intelligence
scans Facebook, Twitter and
technology”. Their team is made
Telegram for “posts that might up of the following members:
indicate air strikes”.
“..a team of 21 [now 29]
Sentry is based on an original
working together around the
Massachusetts Institute of
world to solve hard problems.
Screenshot from a Hala Systems
Technology (MIT), Lincoln
Founded by a rocket scientist,
promotional video - the Sentry system
Laboratory, prototype.
an ex-diplomat, and an expert in
partnering the White Helmets.
using technology for good, we
hail
from leading educational,
In August 2016, one year after
research, and business
the appeal launched by the
institutions
(including Stanford,
White Helmets and their PR
MIT, Wharton, Cambridge,
agency, a Chicago-based
UCL, Imperial, LBS, MITcompany, Hala Systems,
Lincoln Laboratory, Johns
launched “Sentry” - a “threatScreenshot from one of Hala Systems Hopkins Applied Physics Lab,
prediction system designed for
promotional videos. A White Helmet
Deloitte, Booz, and the World
use by civilians in conflict
operative describing 11 young boys
Bank) and are united by a
zones”. Hala Systems itself was
trapped under the rubble in Idlib.
mission
to create a sustainable
launched in 2015 at the same
business that provides massive
time as the White Helmets were Hala works in partnership with
social impact.” (emphasis
requesting radar support in their the White Helmets to implement
added)
this technology with a special
role as adjuncts to Al Qaeda
focus on Idlib province, NE
(rebranded or affiliates).
Syria - “the largest Al Qaeda
11
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Salaries are generous at Hala
Entertainment before he set up but the scandal surrounding the
Systems - an accountant or
the Radcliffe Foundation in 1997 Uranium One deal had far
product manager is offered
with a declared focus on child reaching implications.
between $ 60 - 90k. $ 110 - 160k welfare, health and education.
for a “firmware engineer”.
It goes without saying, that
According to some estimates,
Giustra is, perhaps, best known Hillary Clinton has been a major
Hala Systems, is now a $4-6
for his long-term collaboration contributor to the eight year war
million company with an
with and financial investment in that has been waged against
impressive annual growth rate. a huge number of projects
Syria since the external
launched by former US
fomenting of the “Arab Spring”
President,
Bill
Clinton
and
in 2011.
Hala Systems - sponsors
former US Secretary of State,
and co-founders.
Hillary Clinton. In 2007 Giustra “the best way to help Israel is to
and Bill Clinton launched the
help the rebellion in Syria that
An investigation into the origins,
Clinton Giustra Enterprise
has now lasted for more than a
sponsors and founders of Hala
Partnership, “now known as
year” (i.e. from 2011). How? By
Systems makes it very apparent
Elevate Social Businesses,
mounting the case that the use of
that this is not a simple tech
operating in El Salvador, Haiti force is a sina qua non to make
start-up company but suggests a
and Indonesia.”
Bashar Assad fold, so as to
much darker agenda behind their
endanger his life and that of his
establishment and genesis into a
Giustra was instrumental in the family”. And Clinton concludes:
strategic AI technology
bankrolling of the Clinton
“wrecking Assad would not only
development agency with
enterprise in Haiti, one that was
be a huge advantage for the
military and intelligence
dogged by controversy and
security of the State of Israel,
connections that cannot be
allegations of fraud. The Haiti
but would also go a long way to
ignored.
Development Fund was created reducing Israel’s justifiable fear
in August 2010 by the Clinton
that it will lose its nuclear
1 - Frank Giustra
Foundation with “an initial
monopoly” Wikileaks Clinton
endowment of $ 20 million from
emails.
“Hala’s work was made possible
Giustra and Mexican billionaire
by an early investment from
Carlos Slim” - after an
In 2016, Giustra also gifted $ 1
global philanthropist, Frank
earthquake had devastated the million to the International
Giustra.”
region in January 2010.
Crisis Group to enable the
creation of the Giustra
Giustra, one of the biggest
Fellowship for Conflict
donors to the Clinton
Prevention and had provided
Foundation was also alleged to “transformational financial
have benefited from a trip he
support since joining its Board
made with Bill Clinton to
of Trustees in 2005”.
Kazakhstan in 2005. As a result
of the trip, Giustra “acquired
The ICG has been investigated
uranium assets in three of the
for its more iniquitous role as a
country’s
state-run
mines”
a
part of the billionaire complex
Bill Clinton with Frank Giustra. How
Bill and Hillary raised and earned venture valued at more than $ 3 driving regime change wars and
millions from Canada's corporate elite. billion. Of course, both Giustra promoting the White Helmets in
and Clinton have denied any
a three part series
Giustra acquired his wealth as a influence being brought to bear (https://www.mintpressnews.com/insid
Vancouver based mining
to secure such a lucrative deal e-the-humanitarian-regime-changefinancier, he founded Lions Gate
network-exploiting-jo-coxs12
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death/248209/)

co-written by this Military Industrial Complex and
author with investigative
globalist regimes in the so-called
journalist Whitney Webb and
civilised global north.
published at Mint Press News.
A later sponsor was entrepreneur
2 - “Angel” investors
Mark Cuban who invested $ 1
million into Hala Systems in
Hala Systems reportedly
June 2019.
received further seed funding
from Brian Paes-Braga of the
Cuban cited his reasons for
Quiet Cove Foundation, Tim
investing in Hala’s AI
Young of The Young Family
technology:
John Jaeger, co-founder of Hala
Foundation and physicist, Dr
Systems. Photo: Rena Effendi
Evan Malone, founder of
“Sentry is a great example of
NextFab Studio.. Dr Malone’s
using AI for good in one of the John Jaeger - videogamer,
significant contribution to Hala
toughest places on Earth.
hacker and software cracker. The
Systems will be explored in full
Technology, innovation, and promise of “good drugs and
a little later in this article.
entrepreneurship are powerful startup parties” lured him to
foreign policy tools, and they Silicon Valley in the late ’90s. In
In November 2016, Syrianshould be used more to promote 2012, Jaeger secured an
American tech entrepreneur and
stabilization along fragile
introduction to “someone” in the
venture capitalist, Sam Yagan,
geopolitical fault lines — to US State Department via a
invested in Hala Systems and
move upstream in tackling
friend who had worked on
Karam Foundation - Karam
problems like migration,
President Barack Obama’s
founder, Lina Sergie Attar, is
terrorism, and genocide.”
reelection campaign. Apparently,
implicated in the production of
(emphasis added)
the US Government was
narratives that again serve to
“recruiting people who could
destabilise Syria, criminalise the Ominously, according to Hala bring corporate experience and
Syrian government and iconise Systems, Cuban’s substantial
technical expertise to Syria” the White Helmets - with
cash injection will enable the
Jaeger met the criteria.
connections to pro-regimecompany to expand into regions
change organisations in the US. outside Syria, Hala claim to have Jaeger relocated to Istanbul,
Attar sits on the board of
“gained a foothold” in Yemen. Turkey in October 2012.
directors for The Voices
Cuban represents significant
According to his own CV, Jaeger
Project/The Syria Campaign - support for Hala - it is rumoured worked with the US Department
the primary PR agency for the he is considering a bid for the
of State - more specifically, the
White Helmets. Yagan believes US presidency in 2020.
Bureau of Conflict and
his venture capital fund is
Stabilisation Operations.
”going to help entrepreneurs
3 - Co-Founders of Hala
solve the world’s problems.”
Systems
Jaeger describes his primary
responsibility as program officer
I can’t help but question how
Co-founders of Hala Systems are for the CSO “Syria team”.
informed these philanthroJohn Jaeger, David Levin and
Jaeger “designed and managed
capitalists are when it comes to later, Franz Busse who was
an eight figure program, worked
solving the world’s major
drafted in to Hala Systems
directly with Syrians and
problem of perpetual war waged seemingly after its creation.
multiple USG (United States
under “humanitarian” pretexts
Govt) and ally entities to help
and serving, primarily, the
create communications
13
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networks, develop civilian
leadership, inform populace,
strengthen independent
voices…”

Certainly, Jaeger was no
“accidental” agent to be
seconded to the development of
technology which would protect
US assets from efforts by the
Apparently, Jaeger was heavily Syrian government and allies to
involved in the early UK/US-led retake Syrian territory from their
campaign to destabilise Syria
illegal possession.
and to topple the Syrian
government. Jaeger was based in Dave Levin
Turkey, the primary incubator
and supporter of the terrorist
groups that would flood Syria
over the next few years.
In June 2015, Jaeger left the
CSO and seemingly went
straight to his assigned role with
Hala Systems. I can speculate
that the distress call came in
from the White Helmets, already
an integral and highly effective
part of the UK/US coalition
disinformation system on Syria Jaeger was strategically placed
and with the right skillset to
address the demands for an early
warning system to protect US
client military operatives in the
terrorist factions and the White
Helmets, facing an increased
threat from a recent Russian
intervention in September 2015
to support Syria in its war
against internationallysponsored terrorist groups.

came up with the idea to start
connecting White Helmets in
neighbouring towns to provide a
communication chain regarding
pending airstrikes.
Franz Busse

Franz Busse - photo taken from his
Linkedin profile.

Earlier this year, I was given
information that Franz Busse
had previously responded to a
“Dave Levin is a Wharton MBA job offer which included an
who had worked for the UN
equity investment in Hala
Global Compact under Kofi
Systems. In March 2017, Busse
Annan, had been an
joined the Hala Systems team as
entrepreneur in the Philippines, co-founder and “chief scientist”.
and had consulted for
McKinsey.” In 2014 Levin
Busse, a PhD in aerospace
founded Refugee Open Ware
engineering, had been with MIT
(ROW) “a catalyst for
for almost 15 years before he
humanitarian intervention”
was tempted to join Hala
(emphasis added). ROW was co- Systems. Busse had been a
founded with Dr Evan Malone research assistant at Stanford
mentioned previously as one of University and an engineer at
the early sponsors of Hala
Lockheed Martin.
Systems.
It is worth noting that Jaeger
Towards the end of November
does give the impression that the Apparently, Levin and Jaeger
2016, Busse had written a
US State Department was
were “connected” by a Syrian
research paper in collaboration
disinterested in his early warning activist. In November 2015, 2
with Jaeger and Levin, entitled
system concept - an impression months after Russian
“Aleppo and Beyond: Options
that is made questionable by the intervention, Jaeger made
for delivering humanitarian aid
US, UK government support that contact with a Syrian “coder”
in dangerous conditions”. Busse
Hala Systems receives which I who goes by the name of Murad. advocated US airdrops to the
will demonstrate later in this
Murad had already been active terrorist factions still occupying
article.
in helping the White Helmets
areas of East Aleppo prior to the
with “data management”. Murad SAA final victory and liberation
Dave Levin of Hala Systems. Photo:
Rena Effendi
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of these districts from the 5 year
long terrorist reign over the
civilian population. Of course, it
is not mentioned that this
incursion into Syrian airspace
could, correctly, be considered
an act of war by the Syrian
government and allies.

industrial complex and globalist
adventurism (McKinsey) were
beginning to take shape and
future employees would only
further expand upon these
connections.

was backing Hala Systems early
warning system. Burt went on to
clarify that the Conflict Stability
and Security Fund has
effectively supported Hala
Systems as part of the new £10
million allocation for the “UK’s
response to the Syria crisis”.

The illusion that Hala Systems
was just a minor start-up tech
It is clear from reading the paper company created in response to Burt proudly announces that the
that Busse, Jaeger and Levin are the “humanitarian crisis” in
UK is the leading donor in the
unequivocally supporting the US Syria, or more specifically Idlib humanitarian response in Syria,
Coalition narrative of “good
- is rapidly developing serious having committed over £ 2.71
rebel” versus “bad dictator”,
flaws - not least when I started billion in humanitarian funding
amplifying the western
to look into the governments that to the region. “Humanitarian”
government and aligned media are partnering this enterprise.
funding that is making its way
misinformation and outright lies
exclusively into Idlib, the largest
that were commonplace around
Al Qaeda safe haven since 9/11.
Hala Systems the time that East Aleppo was
government sponsors are
being liberated.
promoters and originators It is no coincidence that the
CSSF is also siphoning British
I consider it worth pointing out of the regime change war taxpayer contributions to the
against Syria
that Busse also discusses UAVs
White Helmets and to Mayday
(unmanned air vehicles) or
Rescue, an offshoot NGO
drones as an alternative to planes The list of governments
established by James Le
to deliver aid into Aleppo. Busse sponsoring or partnering Hala Mesurier in 2014 to manage the
discusses the merits of the
Systems are all involved to a
UK FCO funding of the White
KMAX, an autonomous rotor- greater or lesser extent in the
Helmets. James Le Mesurier, a
craft sold by Lockheed Martin regime change war against the former MI6 intelligence
which can carry 6000 pounds
Syrian government that was
operative, was the founder of the
and was used by US Marines in planned long before 2011
White Helmets while working
Afghanistan 2011-2014. Busse (https://www.globalresearch.ca/syrian- for ARK Group in 2013.
concludes that UAVs are not a regime-change-a-70-yearrecommended delivery option project/5636433).
Jaeger’s claims that the US State
for Aleppo but that additional
Department showed no interest
development of cargo-scale
in Hala Systems was clearly
UAVs is encouraged for future
misleading as USAID, one of
scenarios. This was just before
the primary CIA/US State
Busse joined Hala Systems.
Department outreach agents, is
shown to be partnering Hala - in
Why do I mention the Busse
connection with one of Hala’s
reference to UAVs and his clear
employees who will be
expertise in that field? It will be
discussed in a later section of the
explained in my conclusions.
Screenshot from Hala Systems website article.
showing their partners.

The Hala Systems connections
to the US State Department, the In August 2018, Alistair Burt
UN, the military technology and MP, announced that UK AID
15

The Netherlands government has
also been heavily involved in the
regime change war in Syria -
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until recently they were funding
the White Helmets and Mayday
Rescue. However in November
2018, the Netherlands
government withdrew this
funding because of the suspicion
that financing was being
diverted to terrorist entities in
Syria via these organisations.
Despite this, the Netherlands
was expected to give asylum to
27 White Helmets who had been
evacuated alongside terrorist
leaders, by Israel in July 2018.

the Sentry early warning air
raid system was developed and
operationalized.” ~ Canadian
Government report

military, intelligence front
agency. It is interesting that Hala
Systems is brazen in responding
to the question “are they a CIA
front” on the FAQ page certainly, I am sure I am not the
first person to suspect this.

Denmark - In September 2016,
the US led an hour long
bombing raid against SAA
positions on the Tharda
Saad Ansari - board member
mountains to the south of Deir and advisor to Hala Systems.
Ezzor airport. More than 100
Formerly under secretary of the
SAA soldiers were killed during US Navy. Brookings Institute.
the attack, many others were
McKinsey and Co. Helped start
injured. SAA supplies and
the Pentagon’s disaster
equipment were destroyed. The technology portfolio. Start-up
The Canadian government has attack enabled ISIS to take
finalist for MIT 100k award.
been very active in promoting control of the area temporarily Ansari currently offers technical
and reinforcing the anti-Syrian and put the besieged civilians in advice to Fortune500 companies.
government narratives that have Deir Ezzor at high risk of an
driven the war against the Syrian ISIS attack. Danish air-force F16 Jason Bohoney - Senior
people. Since 2018, the
planes and drones had taken part manager with 20 years
Canadian administration has
in the attack under US
experience driving revenue
been more at the forefront of the command. After the report was growth for leading organisations.
campaign to criminalise the
published the Danish
Secured Navanti’s first USAID
Syrian government and
government withdrew all air
multi-million prime contract.
President Bashar Al Assad
support for the US Coalition
Involved in Department of
culminating in Foreign Minister, “against ISIS”.
Security and Defence contracts.
Chrystia Freeland campaigning
Managed 11 USAID-funded
to revoke the appointment of a The Governments supporting
projects in 10 countries since
Syrian Honorary Consul who
Hala Systems are the dominant 2002.
was perceived to be “pro-Assad” forces in the US Coalition
- Waseem Ramli had also
leading the dirty war against
Wrote and submitted 7 responses
publicly designated the White
Syria since 2011.
to USAID, EU, Microsoft, and
Helmets a terrorist organisation,
Google solicitations around the
a statement that would not be
Hala Systems notable use of technology, particularly
entertained by those who
directors, board members artificial intelligence (AI), to
provide protection and PR for
and advisors - highly increase civilian protection in
this US Coalition-fostered
conflict-affected areas.
motivated,
deep
state
intelligence organisation.
players
Marko Oroz - Chief Financial
Canadian stabilization
Officer and Deputy Chief
assistance supported the Syria I have investigated a percentage Operating Officer Hala Systems.
Civil Defence volunteers (the of the most notable Hala System Former manager at the ClintonWhite Helmets) to expand their employees and directors to offer Giustra Enterprise. Oroz is also
capacity to remove explosive an insight into the backgrounds Managing Director at
hazards in the southern de- of the Hala team. What this does Levin/Malone-founded ROW.
is to reinforce the impression
escalation zone in Syria.
Oroz spent five years as a
that
this
organisation
is
a
[..]Through Hala Systems, Inc.,
consultant at Deloitte - a
16
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company that has clear ties to
overlap of the companies and
the CIA and an alleged history of sponsors involved with Hala
corporate espionage. Marko
Systems - the usual blurring of
graduated from Georgetown
lines between NGOs as staff and
University’s School of Foreign concepts merge into a cluster of
Service with a degree in Science, individuals and organisations
Technology, and International
supporting the US Coalition
Relations.
globalist war campaign in Syria.
Dan Henebery - is the Director Hala Systems marketing
of Analytics at Hala Systems. He & educational partners was formerly an officer in the
powerful
US Army and a senior data
scientist at Deloitte Consulting. transformationalists and
global influencing
Writing for Atlantic Council on
agencies
surveillance, tracking methods
used in Syria - particularly in
relation to alleged chemical
weapon attacks that are routinely
used to demonise the Syrian
government and have facilitated
unlawful US Coalition
aggression against Syria.
The White Helmets also play a
pivotal role in the production of
these narratives as recently
demonstrated by the staged
hospital scenes in the Douma
“chemical weapon” debacle,
April 2018 - now entirely
discredited by the Working
Group on Syria, Propaganda and
Media
(http://syriapropagandamedia.org/wor
king-papers/assessment-by-theengineering-sub-team-of-the-opcwfact-finding-mission-investigating-thealleged-chemical-attack-in-douma-inapril-2018).

Adam Arabian - Senior Tech
Advisor at Hala Systems.
Former US Navy. Chief
Technology Officer at ROW.
Heavily involved in prosthetic
limb research.
These employees and
consultants demonstrate the

Dave Levin, co-founder of Hala
Systems and “fellow” at
Unreasonable. Photo: Unreasonable
website.

Consensys Blockchain
technology - a global blockchain
company with offices in 15
countries, including Israel.

“Israel is a hotbed of technology
advancement and central to the
development of modern
cryptography,” explains
ConsenSys Founder Joe Lubin.
“In the year since launching
ConsenSys Israel, we have
witnessed incredible traction
amongst developers, enterprises,
and individuals passionate
about our shared vision of
Unreasonable Group “backs
entrepreneurs bending history in decentralized technology.”
the right direction”
Martin Agency - PR and
Unreasonable Goals develops
marketing. “When you impact
partnerships between
governments, multinationals and culture, you impact sales”
entrepreneurs to leverage market
Singularity University - Hala
forces. UG offers mentorship,
Systems was awarded the SU
financing and government
Global Grand Challenge award
relations and corporate global
in the Security section.
networks to enable faster
According to the SU website,
worldwide exposure and
they are a “global learning and
business expansion.
innovation community using
exponential technologies to
tackle the world’s biggest
challenges and build a better
future for all. Our collaborative
platform empowers individuals
and organizations across the
globe to learn, connect, and
innovate breakthrough solutions
17
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using accelerating technologies
like artificial intelligence,
robotics, and digital biology.”

the refugee crisis in Greece. Photo:
website.

David Levin and Dr Evan
Malone are the co-founder and
Creative Destruction Lab sponsor of Hala Systems
founded at the Rotman School of
respectively. Both connect in
Management. Partners with Said
Refugee Open Ware/ ROW as
Business School which is a part
already discussed - with
of the Said Foundation - part
connections to the refugee crisis
funded by Ayman Asfari whose
in Greece. ROW “is a network
role in the regime change war in
of social entrepreneurs
Syria is analysed in the 3 part
operating through a
series on humanitarian war
decentralized governance
manufacturers and the billionaire
structure, united by a common
complex behind the creation and
theory of change. ROW was
promotion of the White Helmets
founded in 2014 by Dave Levin
in Syria - written by myself and
and Dr. Evan Malone, Founder
Whitney Webb for Mint Press
of NextFab and NextFab
News.
Foundation.”

The NGO connections refugees, Greece, Israel
and organ
transplantation.
Examination of the NGOs
sponsoring and connected to
Hala Systems begins to expand
Hala’s operations out into fields
that I had not considered when I
first started my research into this
organisation.

ROW supporting Hala Systems/White
Helmets - photo: ROW website.

“The Ascend Collaborative is a
philanthropic vehicle bringing
together leading organizations
(e.g., IKEA Foundation, CocaCola Foundation, Libra Group,
Radcliffe Foundation) to pool
resources and expertise in
support of effective local
organizations working on
refugee issues in Greece — over
5 million euros were donated
within a year of its founding.”

ROW supporting Hala Systems/White
Helmets - photo: ROW website.

ROW and NextFab Foundation
are sponsored by Frank Giustra Radcliffe Foundation/Clinton
Giustra Enterprise - ROW and
the Ascend Collaborative are
NextFab programs. NextFab
partners with Odyssea, also
sponsored by Giustra and the
Radcliffe Foundation.
Odyssea’s “vision is to
democratize access to
technological advances, to
enable self reliance, fulfill basic
needs, and accelerate efforts
towards a more inclusive
society.” (emphasis added).
Odyssea lists its funding
partners as - Radcliffe
Foundation (Giustra), NextFab,
European Commission and the
Kahane Foundation. Karl
Kahane served as President of
the foundation until his death in
1993 and was an Austrian
entrepreneur. The Foundation
was based in Switzerland.
Kahane Foundation seems to
offer a variety of projects for
refugees and displaced children
in Greece, Lebanon, Serbia,
Turkey and Lebanon.

Kahane Foundation list the
The Ascend Collaborative or
following organisations among
Frank Giustra - the Clinton connection venture fund is overseen by Hala
their “most important partners” behind the creation of Hala Systems System’s David Levin and
Doctors Without Borders
and heavily involved with the
Marko
Oroz.
(Medecins Sans Frontiers),
supporting NGO complex focused on
Hadassah Medical
18
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Organisation in Israel and
HumanRights360.

governments reject
In April 2018 Independent
marginalisation and ghettoFrench Humanitarian Pierre Le
ization of immigrant
Corf runs through the logos on
Hadassah Medical Organisation communities.
the wall of the M10 hospital in
reported a record year for organ
liberated East Aleppo. It
transplants in 2017, the hospital What all of these “refugee”includes a message from
has one of the largest and most linked organisations generally terrorists in Libya for the
active transplantation units in
fail to address are the
terrorists in Syria saying that
Israel according to the report.
“humanitarian” wars waged by “Democracy is for Kafirs (non"In 2017, the transplantation
the world governments who do believers)” and it demonstrates
team performed 22 liver
not care about the people
the proximity of SAMS logos
transplants, 100 percent more displaced from the countries
and stickers to such terrorist
than in the previous year, and 44 they target with proxy conflicts insignia and messages:
kidney transplants, an increase and resource plundering projects
of 95 percent as compared to the that reduce nations to failed
https://youtu.be/yllQYRxvCYA
previous year," reports Prof.
states, driving civilians to seek
Hadar Merhav, Director of the refuge in Europe and further
As Whitney Webb and I wrote in
Transplantation Unit - this
afield.
our MPN three part series that
places Hadassah at the forefront
covered the true agenda of many
of Israeli hospitals.
Significant donors of HR360 are of the named NGOs in the
George Soros’ Open Society
network connected to Hala
HumanRights360 is also
Foundation, Help Refugees,
Systems and, of course, the
sponsored by Giustra/Radcliffe Netherlands Embassy and the
White Helmets:
Foundation and is based in
Radcliffe Foundation.
Athens. HR360 is also an
“Again and again, we
organisational partner of
One particular project is
demonstrate the close-knit
Odyssea.
financed by Giustra and Help
regime-change community, as
Refugees - provision of legal aid diverse as it is deadly for Syria
to unaccompanied and separated and the Syrian people, who have
minors in Evros - the project
endured seven years of war
aims to motivate unaccompanied owing largely to the efforts of
and separated children in Evros these organizations to sustain
to seek access to protective
the narratives that dupe people
services. These minors are
in the West into believing in the
considered to be particularly
case for “humanitarian”
vulnerable in the
intervention. An intervention
HumanRights360 website banner
Orestiada/Fylakio and Evros
that obfuscates the underlying
image.
region and without legal support
causes while amplifying the
fraudulent cover stories for
HR360 states that it is a newly and alternative protection.
another
neocon destabilization
founded civil society
campaign in Syria.”
organisation in Athens, Greece. Help Refugees partners the
White Helmets, Karam
HR360 claim to combat the
familiar challenges highlighted Foundation, Peoples Convoy,
by the majority of these “refugee Hand in Hand for Syria and
Syrian American Medical
crisis”-generated NGOs - Far
Society or SAMS.
Right rhetoric, racism,
xenophobia while envisioning
vibrant, tolerant utopias where
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on meagre donations and
contributions. The salary range
for positions offered by the
company suggest otherwise and
the pedigree of employees on
their payroll are unlikely to have
been tempted without the offer
of attractive financial incentives.

Help Refugees supporting propaganda
that maintains the war against a bogus
threat to “national security” and
against another criminalised leader of
an independent, sovereign nation –
Syria.

A notorious supporter and
member of Help Refugees is Oz
Katerji. Katerji’s aggressive
defence of the White Helmets
and the regime change war in
Syria has led him to viciously
challenge Jeremy Corbyn,
Labour MP, Chris Williamson
and anyone who confronts the
dominant establishment
narrative on Syria with evidence
of alternative views and facts
that might dismantle the
“humanitarian” war storyline
entirely. Katerji’s role as
guardian of the White Helmet
myth and associated terrorist
apologism is exposed here
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/huma
nitarian-regime-change-jo-cox-uklabour/250912/).

Conclusions Militarisation of
“humanitarianism?
Many of the puff pieces written
about Hala Systems try to
maintain the image that it is a
humble tech start-up surviving

anonymous international human
rights organisation congratulates
Hala on its key role in
determining perpetrators of
attacks on schools and hospitals
- “they have laid the
groundwork for the attribution
of human rights violations and
ultimately for their
During an Unreasonable elevator acountability”.
pitch for the company, cofounder Levin says:
It is rare that any of these
“human rights” organisations
“We serve governments like the condemn or even register the
governments of Germany and multiple attacks on schools and
the United States and UK and hospitals by the terrorist groups
Canada - we help to implement they are effectively protecting,
policy like protecting civilians nor do they mention the White
and bringing accountability for Helmet affiliation to those
war crimes” (emphasis added) terrorist groups. For them, there
is only one “war criminal” - the
Apart from their powerful
Syrian government and its allies
governmental support, their
- and these organisations are
private or corporate donors and tasked to provide the evidence
sponsors include high level
that will corroborate this
global influencers such as
narrative to “serve” the
Giustra and Cuban. Giustra has governments that are
connections to former President incentivizing them to do so.
Bill Clinton, and with Hillary
Clinton who may still run for
Schneider has been exposed as
presidency in 2020. Cuban is a an integral part of the
potential candidate for the 2020 “humanitarian” regime change
elections. Giustra himself is no network - “very probably just
stranger to transformational
another in a long line of willing
impact philanthropy. Hala has a instruments of the billionaire
blue chip marketing team that
industrial complex” protecting
contradicts their “humble”
the White Helmets and the
image.
“chemical weapon” narratives
that are unravelling dramatically
Like the White Helmets, Hala’s and threaten to bring the entire
focus appears to be on the
war machine to a halt in Syria.
“documentation of war crimes”.
Tobias Schneider, a research
Hala Systems has effectively
fellow at the Global Public
converted the White Helmets
Policy Institute believes that
into a paramilitary surveillance
Sentry is “invaluable” “from a agency providing an early
prosecution perspective”. An
warning system for the armed
anonymous official at an
groups dominated by Al Qaeda.
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This is not humanitarianism - in
my informed opinion the White
Helmets are a militarised,
intelligence, psy-op agency
working for NATO-memberstates to criminalise the Syrian
government and allies and
operating alongside terrorist
groups also supported by those
same belligerent nations, led by
the UK and the US.

and hospitals in the border towns On a recent trip to the borders of
and villages for eight years,
Idlib and northern Hama, I was
massacring children and
informed by Russian military
civilians on a regular basis.
that they were convinced that
American experts were enabling
According to Russian Defence the terrorist groups to develop
Ministry Spokesman, Majorchemical weapon and other
General Igor Konashenkov:
warfare capability. Is it too far
fetched to speculate that Hala
“Air defence and electronic Systems is enabling these
warfare systems deployed at developments and providing the
Russia’s Hmeymim air-base in armed groups with essential
The White Helmets are a
Syria have shot down or
technical assistance and
grotesque parody of
disabled over 100 drones during expertise to manufacture the
humanitarianism and an insult to terrorist attempted attacks on drones that are targeting
genuine first responder
the military facility over the past Hmeymim?
organisations like the REAL
two years [..] 118 UAVs, have
Syria Civil Defence whose
been destroyed over the past two
Subheading - “impact
equipment has been stolen by
years, including 58 drones since philanthropy” saving lives
the White Helmets and their
January 1 this year - most
or profiting from conflict
crew members murdered by the drones were launched from the
and chaos?
White Helmets and armed
Idlib security zone, in particular
groups in the process.
from the communities of Al
Latamenah, Khan Sheikhoun” This article began as a relatively
simple investigation into the
Who will ensure
(emphasis added)
militarisation of
“documentation” of the White
“humanitarianism” in relation to
Helmet and terrorist group “war The Sentry technology was
the White Helmets, but during
crimes” against the Syrian
launched by Hala Systems in
people and bring them to
2016 - Franz Busse, co-founder my research it also took me in
justice?
and chief scientist with Hala, has another direction. Is Hala
Systems, the Sentry and Insight
demonstrated his technical
expertise on UAVs, mentioned systems, a military crisis
mapping surveillance tool or a
earlier in this article. Hala
data-collecting, human tracking
Systems employees count
system that will serve those who
among them former MIT
engineers and US Navy/Military harvest global conflicts for
darker purposes?
experts in the field of
development.
“Humanitarian drone” - image taken
from one of the puff pieces promoting
Hala Systems.

“Franz has been a part of teams
that have designed, analyzed,
and developed a wide range of
On 27th September 2019, a
complex systems related to early
suspected drone factory was
found in one of the underground warning, satellites, alternative
energy, border protection, and
armed group complexes in
even missile defense.” Franz
Latamenah, Northern Hama.
Terrorist groups in this location Busse biography.
had mercilessly targeted schools
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Hala Systems and White Helmets in
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I cannot conclusively answer
that question in this article but
Whitney Webb and I have been
working on a new series of
articles for MPN that will delve
deeper into the “dark reality that
continues to threaten, harm and
kill Syrian children that few
media outlets have dared to
touch: child trafficking and their
exploitation by both paedophile
groups and organ harvesters.”
My research into the Hala
Systems NGO complex has
expanded that investigation and
appears to further implicate the
White Helmets and, by
association, their vast nexus of
backers, sponsors and PR
agencies in such activities.

operations that he believes the
White Helmets are running in
collaboration with the armed
groups.
James Le Mesurier is no stranger
to such heinous operations that
were previously being conducted
in the Balkans
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/insid
e-the-humanitarian-regime-changenetwork-exploiting-jo-coxsdeath/248209/). During his posting

Twitter Suspends
Accounts For
Propaganda, Has
Literal
Propagandist As
High-Level
Executive

to Pristina, Kosovo in 1999, Le
Mesurier was tasked with the
transformation of the Al Qaedainfiltrated KLA (Kosovo
Liberation Army) into the
Kosovo Protection Corps - a
rebranding exercise that Le
Mesurier implemented, as the
The White Helmets are already KLA were allegedly running
accused of organ trafficking and criminal cross-border organ
Source:
trafficking operations,
child abduction
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/10/0
transporting majority Serb
1/twitter-suspends-accounts-for(https://www.rt.com/op-ed/438645victims
from
Kosovo
to
Albania
propaganda-has-literal-propagandistchildren-kidnapped-idlib-syria/) by
as-high-level-executive/
where their organs were brutally
Syrian civilians and this has
been forensically investigated by removed.
By Caitlin Johnstone
Maxim Grigoriev
The White Helmet partnership
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
“The senior Twitter executive
v=thxkhGqTdPg) of the Foundation with Hala Systems certainly
with
editorial responsibility for
seems to demonstrate the blatant
for the Study of Democracy.
the Middle East is also a partparamilitary role of this
Testimonies I have collected
time
officer in the British Army’s
British/American intelligenceinside Syria
psychological warfare unit,”
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC manufactured organisation.
Cobain writes. “Gordon
qySDfPcmKYq6oUeC03y57A/videos?
MacMillan, who joined the
The extension of Hala Systems
view_as=subscriber) from areas
social
media company’s UK
connections into areas of the
recently liberated from White
office six years ago, has for
refugee crisis that Webb and I
Helmet and armed groupseveral
years also served with
are currently investigating raise
occupation have produced
the
77th
Brigade, a unit formed
a whole new set of questions
similar claims.
in 2015 in order to develop
regarding the “possibility of a
‘non-lethal’
ways of waging war.
During a recent interview with far more nefarious role played
The 77th Brigade uses social
by the White Helmets as an
Dr Zaher Hajjo, Director of
media
platforms such as Twitter,
integral part of the global
Forensics in Damascus, Hajjo
Instagram and Facebook, as
informed me that the liberation human-trafficking schemes that
well
as podcasts, data analysis
of Idlib will further expose the benefit from the chaos of conflict
and audience research to wage
cross-border organ trafficking and war.”
what the head of the UK
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military, General Nick Carter, everyday socially responsible
describes as ‘information
pastime stuff.
warfare’.”
The fact that Twitter not only
MacMillan’s presence in a
employs known propagandists
government psyops unit was not but actively promotes them to
a secret; until Middle East Eye executive positions is a very
began raising questions on the large and inconvenient plot hole
matter, it was right there on his in their “open, neutral and
LinkedIn profile. This is not
rigorously independent
something that anyone
platform” story. Especially
considering him for promotion since, as I documented recently
was likely to have been unaware (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
have-you-noticed-how-social-mediaof. According to his (nowpurges-always-align-with-the-usedited) LinkedIn page,
empire-63293f1a22e2), the mass
MacMillan has been in his
purges of foreign Twitter
current position as Head of
Editorial EMEA since July 2016. accounts we’ve been seeing
According to Middle East Eye, more and more of lately always
MacMillan was already a captain exclusively target governments
in the 77th Brigade by the end of and groups which are not in
2016. His current rank there is alignment with the interests of
the US-centralized power
being hidden behind a wall of
alliance of which the UK is a
government secrecy.
part. We’ve seen mass
suspensions of accounts from
When questioned by Middle
Cuba, China, Russia, Iran,
East Eye about MacMillan’s
Venezuela, and the Catalan
work in the British Army’s
independence movement on
online propaganda program,
Twitter hilariously responded, allegations of “coordinated
“Twitter is an open, neutral and influence operations” and
“covert, manipulative
rigorously independent
platform. We actively encourage behaviors”, yet Twitter currently
employs a high-level executive
all our employees to pursue
for whom coordinated influence
external interests in line with
operations and covert,
our commitment to healthy
corporate social responsibility, manipulative behaviors on
and we will continue to do so.” behalf of the British government
are a known vocation.
That’s very nice of Twitter, isn’t
it? They encourage their
employees to pursue wholesome
external interests, whether that
be tennis, volunteering at a soup
kitchen, or moonlighting at a
military program explicitly
devoted to online psychological
warfare. You know, just

/09/senior-twitter-executive-is-anofficer-at-britains-army-trollfarm.html#more).

How many indeed?
This is just one more item on the
ever-growing mountain of
evidence that these giant,
immensely influential social
media platforms we’ve all been
herded into are nothing other
than state propaganda for the
digital age. True, they operate in
a way which disregards the
official lines that are drawn
between government power and
corporate power and the lines
that are drawn between nations,
but then, so do our rulers. We are
living in a globe-spanning
corporate oligarchic empire, and
these government-aligned
Silicon Valley giants are a major
part of that empire’s propaganda
engine.

The real power of that empire
and that oligarchy lies in their
invisibile and unacknowledged
nature. Officially we all live in
separate, sovereign nations run
by democratically elected
officials; unofficially we live in
a massive transnational empire
ruled by a loose alliance of
plutocrats and opaque
government agencies where
military propagandists are
employed by social media
“On September 20 Twitter
monopolies to manipulate public
deleted a large number of
narratives. The official mask
accounts, including in
exists only on the level of
MacMillan’s area of
narrative, while the unofficial
responsibility. How many of
reality is what’s actually
those were designated by the
happening. Yet whenever you try
British state?” asks Moon of
to publicly discuss the threat that
Alabama of this new report
is being posed by oligarchic
(https://www.moonofalabama.org/2019 narrative control online, you get
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told by establishment loyalists
and libertarians that Twitter is
just a simple private business
running things in a way that is
entirely separate from
government censorship and state
propaganda.
All we clear-eyed rebels can do
is keep documenting the
evidence of what’s going on and
pointing to it as loudly as we
can. So once again for the
people in the back: Twitter
employs literal government
propagandists as high-level
executives while purging
accounts from unabsorbed
governments for circulating
unauthorized narratives. This is
a fact. Remember it.

State Funded
Propagandists
Claim Anti-War
Journalists Are
State-Funded
Propagandists

Source: https://ahtribune.com/culturemedia/3537-state-fundedpropagandists.html

By Alan Macleod
Investigative journalism website
Bellingcat released a bombshell
report September 30, that
claimed to uncover a network of

“pro-Assad media” infiltrating finger at, including Mint Press’
Western journalism. The author, Mnar Muhawesh, was that
Charles Davis, alleged there was Bellingcat itself is directly
a “shadowy group” connected to funded by some extremely shady
the government of Syria that was organizations, including the
financing the careers of both
Open Society Foundation and
left- and right-wing journalists, the US government’s National
bloggers and news outlets that Endowment for Democracy
toed an Assadist line. Named in (NED). That is the same NED
the report as effective agents of that is currently bankrolling the
Damascus were the likes of
protests in Hong Kong and has
Wikileaks founder Julian
organized regime change
Assange, investigative
operations in Nicaragua and
journalists Max Blumenthal,
Venezuela.
Rania Khalek and Whitney
Webb, news outlets like
The NED was established as a
MintPress News and
buffer organization between the
independent journalists such as CIA and the organizations it was
Caitlin Johnstone. Even the
sponsoring. “It would be terrible
Green Party’s 2016 Vicefor democratic groups around
Presidential candidate Ajamu
the world to be seen as
Baraka was framed as an Assad subsidized by the CIA,” NED
puppet. Thus, virtually the entire President Carl Gershman told
gamut of Western antiwar voices the New York Times in 1986.
on Syria was declared to be
“We saw that in the Sixties, and
deceiving the public, feeding
that’s why it has been
them Syrian propaganda.
discontinued.” One of the NED’s
founders, Allen Weinstein, was
These are extraordinary claims. even more frank: “A lot of what
Yet the evidence provided was we do today was done covertly
far from extraordinary. Indeed, 25 years ago by the CIA”, he
the base of the evidence given told the Washington Post.
was that many of these figures
had accepted awards from a US- Davis’ report was met with
based organization dedicated, in scathing criticism by those who
their own words to “integrity in it named as Assad agents.
journalism” which, Davis
insists, is a front to spread
"I find it terribly ironic that an
Assadist propaganda. Despite
article that accused MintPress
the lack of concrete evidence,
and other anti-war news sites
the article caused waves on
and journalists of receiving
social media, with many seeing "shady state-linked funding"
it as final proof of a worldwide was published on Bellingcat, a
conspiracy.
site funded by the US
government – currently an
What Davis did not divulge,
occupying power in Syria – and
however, as was quickly pointed Google – the tech behemoth
out by many he pointed the
currently working overtime to
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censor independent media”
replied Whitney Webb, when
asked by the American Herald
Tribune for a response to the
allegations, adding that the
attempt to paint the Serena Shim
Award as “shady” was “quite
dishonest” as the cash prize is
funded by an all-American
political action committee that
opposes US interventionism
abroad.
Max Blumenthal appeared
equally unconcerned with the
allegations. “I’ll take a token
award from an anti-war nonprofit over a byline in an
interventionist PR operation
literally backed by a CIA cutout
that destabilizes socialist and
independent nations around the
globe any day” he told the
American Herald Tribune,
adding that “it almost seems that
Charles Davis’ entire life is
dedicated to attacking and
denigrating me. He literally
does nothing else”.
If Webb, Blumenthal and others
are correct, this latest article is
little more than an attempt to
denigrate anti-imperialist, antiwar voices, along the lines of
what the Atlantic Council has
attempted to do. Since 2016, the
Council, an offshoot of NATO,
has published a series of
investigations called “the
Kremlin’s Trojan Horses”
claiming virtually every political
party in Europe that does not
fully embrace neoliberal
economics and an aggressive
policy towards Russia is secretly
infiltrated by and directed from
Moscow. These parties include

Labour and UKIP in the UK,
PODEMOS in Spain, Syriza and
Golden Dawn in Greece and the
Lega Nord in Italy.
The Atlantic Council’s board of
directors is a who’s who of
neocon, interventionist foreign
Ars Electronica/
policy planners including Henry (Eliot Higgins. Credit:
flickr)
Kissinger, ex-Bush officials like
Condoleezza Rice, Colin Powell Bellingcat’s founder, Eliot
and James Baker, Generals like Higgins, for the record, was a
David Petraeus and Wesley
senior fellow at the Atlantic
Clark, and a host of ex-CIA
Council between 2016 and 2019,
directors and senior tech
where he published purportedly
executives. It was this
expert and independent reports
organization that Facebook
into Russian aggression in
announced it was teaming up
Ukraine. Yet Bellingcat
with to fight fake news. Thus, continues to present itself as a
the Council is helping the social neutral observer in the cyberwar
media giant to decide what
between Russia and the West.
America (and the rest of its 2.4
billion users) sees in their news And that is the trick. Under the
feeds and what is likely Russian- guise of protecting us from
sponsored fake news. When an supposedly extensive foreign,
organization like this decides
state-funded propaganda
what is news and what is not, it campaigns, we are, ourselves,
is state censorship by any other being exposed to an even bigger,
name. As soon as this
Western state-funded
partnership was in place,
propaganda campaign, the extent
Facebook began deleting news of which is far greater than even
and media channels from Iranian the most lurid Russian fantasies
and Latin American (particularly of Bellingcat. Last year, for
Venezuelan) media that
instance, it was exposed that the
contradicted NATO’s official
UK secret services have
line on their countries. And
infiltrated media across Europe,
Facebook was already working building up “clusters” of
closely with the Israeli
sympathetic journalists in many
government to silence
nations in order to push certain
Palestinian voices on its
lines crucial to their perceived
platform.
interests. This “Integrity
Initiative” as it is known, sprung
into action in Spain, using their
journalists to stir up a storm of
controversy that managed to
block the appointment of
Colonel Pedro Baños to the
position of head of Spanish
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national security. Baños, the
Initiative had decided, was not
sufficiently warlike on Russia,
and needed to be blocked. Yet
this blatant interference in
foreign politics received scant
attention in corporate media.

reparations, not just punitive
fines.
I would apply the same standard
of prosecution to the
“medical”/pharma and agri-food
industries, also.

corporate rule without
accountability.

History of imbedded
doomsday narratives

All societies are dominance
hierarchies, and all large, human
Ultimately, there is a new
However, the planet and
dominance hierarchies have
information war being waged in biosphere are not at risk of
hired high-priests that construct
cyberspace, and the lesson to be imminent collapse, and certainly
and maintain the State doomsday
drawn from this affair is to be
not from CO2.
narrative. These high-priests
very cautious of those decrying
constantly instruct us on
Russian propaganda while not The “imminent collapse”
required beliefs and behaviours
also warning against the power fabrication serves powerful
that minimize the deleterious
of Google and the NSA, or
manipulators, and necessarily
effects of the alleged impending
calling for the release of
diverts us away from attaining
catastrophe. The behavioural
whistleblowers like Chelsea
actual democracy and fairness.
instructions fan everything from
Manning, Edward Snowden and In the words of Chomsky:
diet, to hygiene, to dress code, to
Julian Assange. Cyberspace is
physical activity, to work ethics,
the new battleground; and in
For example, suppose it was
to attitudes and morals, to child
war, truth is always the first
discovered tomorrow that the
rearing, to political positions, to
casualty.
greenhouse effect has been way
deference to experts, and so on.
underestimated, and that the
catastrophic effects are actually
Dear True
It would be delusional to believe
going to set in 10 years from
this structural feature of
Environmentalists: now, and not 100 years from that
society is any different than it
something. Well, given
Fight Corporate nowtheor state
ever was. In present Western
of the popular
the high-priests are the
Criminality, not movements we have today, we’d society,
“scientists”, which include the
have a fascist takeover
Atmospheric Gases probably
medical doctors and all the
—with everybody agreeing to it,
“experts”.
because that would be the only
Source:
https://dissidentvoice.org/2019/10/dear method for survival that anyone
This does not mean that science
-true-environmentalists-fightcould think of. I’d even agree to
itself is not a valid and rigorous
corporate-criminality-notit, because there just are no
method to test and eliminate
atmospheric-gases/
other alternatives around right
hypotheses and theories. It only
now.
By Denis Rancourt
means that establishment
scientists are hired high-priests,
Dear true environmentalists: I Rather than accept fascism or
notwithstanding the rare
totalitarianism, corporate and
am with you.
exceptions that prove the rule. It
finance criminality can best be
also does not mean that
fought from a position of
Corporate pollution and
scientists never tell the truth. It
realistic perspective regarding
releasing of toxic substances
only means that establishment
should be treated as a criminal the end of the world, sober
scientists never harm or rebel
analysis of means regarding
act, with full power to seize
against the dominance hierarchy,
leverage for change, and focused
assets for reparations, actual
except by accident or solely in
political targeting against
appearance.
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These days, there is an industry globally restructured economy,
of scientists that indulge in
handled by overarching elite
generating, testing and
private institutions, of course.
ameliorating ever more creative War, disease, hunger … are all
doomsday predictions, which are defeated under the same
hoped to be of utility to the
umbrella, death itself eventually.
bosses. The said utility is often
termed “societal relevance”. As The accompanying calls from
an eminent example, we have
establishment icons are often
the theory of a “tipping point” shrill. In the words of Prince
towards irreversible total
Charles, in 2009:
collapse of the ecosphere, often
referred to as a “species mass
If we do nothing, the
extinction”. The notion of a
consequences for every person
tipping point has also been
on this earth will be severe and
advanced for planetary climate,
unprecedented – with vast
wherein, in the absence of any
numbers of environmental
non-human cause, one crosses
refugees, social instability and
into a global climate regime of decimated economies: far worse
constant extreme weather and
than anything which we are
flooded continents.
seeing today … We have 100
months left to act.
Whereas past planetary
transformations have been
While the leader of the most
related to game-changers, such warring nation on earth,
as the advent of photosynthesis, President Barack Obama,
the calming of tectonic
concluded in his 2015 State of
(volcanic) activity, and so forth, the Union speech:
and whereas the known
recurring climate catastrophe of No challenge poses a greater
ice ages is believed to be driven threat to future generations than
by variations in solar insolation,
climate change.
the new “tipping points”
spontaneously occur from the
The role of scientists
gradual changes of increased
modern human or industrial
The scientists follow and are
activity, including: habitat
often not more contained than
destruction, burning of fossil
Prince Charles or President
fuel, population growth, and
Obama:
dispersal of toxic substances.
Earth is rapidly approaching a
The new “tipping point” theory tipping point. Human impacts
is not unlike the deluge of the
are causing alarming levels of
Old Testament, which followed harm to our planet. As scientists
an accumulation of human
who study the interaction of
depravity, except that no god is
people with the rest of the
postulated, and building the Ark biosphere using a wide range of
requires a centralized and
approaches, we agree that the
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evidence that humans are
damaging their ecological life
support systems is
overwhelming. We further agree
that, based on the best scientific
information available, human
quality of life will suffer
substantial degradation by the
year 2050 if we continue on our
current path. Science
unequivocally demonstrates the
human impacts of key concern:
Climate disruption – more,
faster climate change than since
humans first became a species.
…
We maintain that humanity’s
grand challenge is solving the
intertwined problems of human
population growth and
overconsumption, climate
change, pollution, ecosystem
destruction, disease spillovers,
and extinction, in order to avoid
environmental tipping points
that would make human life
more difficult and would
irrevocably damage planetary
life support systems.
But today, for the first time,
humanity’s global civilization—
the worldwide, increasingly
interconnected, highly
technological society in which
we all are to one degree or
another, embedded—is
threatened with collapse by an
array of environmental
problems. Humankind finds
itself engaged in what Prince
Charles described as ‘an act of
suicide on a grand scale’, facing
what the UK’s Chief Scientific
Advisor John Beddington called
a ‘perfect storm’ of
environmental problems. The
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most serious of these problems Furthermore, even among
that we are therefore all at risk,
show signs of rapidly escalating scientists, still getting their
unless we adopt the new
severity, especially climate bearings, there is persistent
stringent conditions that should
disruption. But other elements disagreement as to whether
be imposed globally. Noncould potentially also contribute species extinction rates are
believers should be rooted out
to a collapse: an accelerating higher in recent decades. A
and isolated. We should demand
extinction of animal and plant critical review concludes:
that all our peers and our
populations and species, which
representatives do what is
could lead to a loss of ecosystem
Net species gains or losses proscribed by the State religion.
services essential for human should be assessed with respect
survival; land degradation and
to common baselines or
Meanwhile corporate
land-use change; a pole-to-pole
reference communities.
criminality, while dressed in the
spread of toxic compounds; … Ultimately, we need a globally colours of the State religion, will
coordinated effort to monitor continue at an accelerated rate,
The loss of biodiversity is one of
biodiversity so that we can and our minds and bodies will
the most critical current
estimate and attribute human continue to be occupied.
environmental problems,
impacts as causes of biodiversity
threatening valuable ecosystem
change. A combination of
I say no. To escape this trap, we
services and human wellbeing. A technologies will be needed to must realize that the planet is,
growing body of evidence
produce regularly updated
well, a planet, with huge
indicates that current species
global datasets of local
response capabilities; that the
extinction rates are higher than biodiversity change to guide planet is far more resilient and
the pre-human background rate, future policy. At this time the robust than we imagine.
with hundreds of anthropogenic conclusion that there is no net
vertebrate extinctions
change in local species richness Habitat destruction and
documented in prehistoric and
is not the consensus state of industrial practices are
historic times.
knowledge.
grotesque, and these cause real
and significant harm to human
In fact, there is no science of a
communities and ecosystems —
Reality check
“tipping point” for earth
more so even than actual wars in
biodiversity or for earth climate. There is a large structurally
the present era … although not
No such testable theory has been imbedded industry of doomsday more so than so-called economic
elaborated. The entire notion of narrative. In addition,
sanctions and exploitative nation
“tipping point” is hypothetical individuals are reared in a
financing. In contrast,
and tenuous. It is a product of
“warming” itself cannot hurt the
dominance hierarchy and
bias to presume that a large and therefore constantly seek
biosphere or humans, nor is the
complex system (planet) would messaging about fitting in. The planet at risk of “collapse” from
be susceptible to “tipping” rather result is that we adopt the State all the criminal practices. That is
than extraordinarily stable
fabricated nonsense.
religion. Even if the State is
against internal superficial
occupied by an exploitative elite,
changes. A recent paper
Our joint efforts should be on
we continue to uphold and
describes how one might begin follow any State religion that has justice, attaining actual
to define concepts or measures been sufficiently implanted.
democracy, the elimination of
that would allow even discussing
criminal behaviour, extortion
the topic of “tipping point”
In this case, the State religion is and exploitation, enforcement of
intelligently, for realistic
that we are cared-for by mother reparations, enforcement of
ecological systems.
earth but that our bad behaviour corporate transparency and
accountability…
is poisoning mother earth and
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The problem is human behaviour less every screen in existence,
against humans and nature,
until November 3, 2020 … or
organized by an occupied
until Trump takes that lonely
dominance hierarchy, and the
walk across the White House
solutions are political; nothing to lawn to the Marine One chopper
do with CO2, methane or
and flies off to Mar-a-Lago in
anything else in the atmosphere. disgrace.

Trumpenstein Must
Be Destroyed!

All that had happened was,
millions of liberals had been
subjected to the most elaborate
psyop in the history of elaborate
deep state psyops … which,
ironically, had only further
strengthened Trumpenstein, who
was out there on the Portico
Here’s a quick recap of the series balcony, shotgunning Diet Cokes
so far, for those who may be
with one hand and shaking his
joining us late.
junk at the mob with the other.

When we last saw Trumpenstein It wasn’t looking so good for
he was out on the balcony of the “democracy.”
White House South Portico in
his Brioni boxers, ripped to the Fortunately, even though
gills on Diet Coke and bellowing Russiagate had blown up in the
like a bull elephant seal. Having Resistance’s faces and
narrowly survived the
Trumpenstein could no longer be
Resistance’s attempts to expose painted as a traitorous Russian
him as a Russian intelligence
intelligence asset (or as Vladimir
image credit asset (and the reanimated corpse Putin’s homosexual lover), he
https://medium.com/@davepell/trumpe of Adolf Hitler), he was
was still the reanimated corpse
nstein-creating-a-media-monsterpounding his chest and hollering of Hitler, so they went balls out
17ae0293b894
angry gibberish at the liberal
on the fascism hysteria, which
media like the Humongous in
kept the Resistance alive through
Source: https://offguardian.org/2019/10/05/trumpenstein the second Mad Max movie.
the summer.
-must-be-destroyed/

The liberal mob was standing
Which was all they really
around with their torches and
needed to do. Because these last
pitchforks in a state of shock.
three years were basically just a
So here we go. Like a 1960s
Doctor Mueller, the “monster
warm-up for the main event,
straight-to-drive-in Hammer
hunter,” had let Trumpenstein
which was always scheduled to
Film Production, the 2020
slip through his fingers. The
begin this autumn. Russiagate,
campaign season has begun. Dig supposedly ironclad case against Hitlergate, and all the rest of it
into your bucket of popcorn, pop him had turned out to be a bunch … it was all just a prelude to
the flap on your box of Good & of lies made up by the
these impeachment hearings, and
Plenty, turn off your mind, and Intelligence Community, the
to the mass hysteria surrounding
enjoy the show. From the looks Democratic Party, and the
same, which the global capitalist
of the trailer, it’s going to be a corporate media.
ruling classes, the Intelligence
doozy.
Community, and the corporate
Russiagate was officially dead. media will be barraging us with
That’s right, folks, it’s the final The President of the United
until November 2020. The
installment of the popular
States was not a Russian secret details don’t really matter that
Trumpenstein horror movie
agent. No one was blackmailing much. They were always going
series, TRUMPENSTEIN
anyone with a videotape of
to impeach him for something,
MUST BE DESTROYED! It
Romanian prostitutes peeing on and they were always going to
will be playing, more or less
a bed where Obama once slept.
around the clock, on more or
By CJ Hopkins
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do it now, and throughout the
2020 campaign season.

witnessed over the the last three the French police, and
years (and what is about to reach disappeared by the corporate
its apogee) is a global capitalist media (while the Hong Kong
You do not honestly believe they counter-insurgency, the goal of protesters garner daily
are going to let him serve a
which is (a) to put down the
headlines), and why Jeremy
second term, do you? He took ongoing populist rebellion
Corbyn and the Labour Party
them by surprise in 2016. That throughout the West, and (b) to must be smeared as a hive of
isn’t going to happen again.
crush any hope of resistance to anti-Semites, and Tulsi Gabbard
Seriously, take a moment and
the hegemony of global
as an Assad-apologist, and why
reflect on everything we’ve been capitalism … in other words, a Julian Assange must be smeared
subjected to since Hillary
War on Populism.
and destroyed, and why Bernie
Clinton lost the election … the
Sanders must also be destroyed,
unmitigated insanity of it all.
Not that Donald Trump is a
and why anyone of any ilk (left,
populist hero. Far from it. Trump right, it doesn’t matter) riding
The Russiagate hysteria. The
is a narcissistic clown. He has that wave of populist anger or
Russian hacker hysteria. The
always been a narcissistic clown. challenging the hegemony of
Russian Facebook mind-control All he really cares about is
global capitalism and its
hysteria. The Hitler hysteria. The seeing his face on television and psychotic, smiley-face ideology
mass fascism hysteria. The anti- plastering his name on
in any other way must be
Semitism hysteria. The
everything in sight, preferably in destroyed.
concentration camp hysteria.
huge gold letters. He got himself
The white supremacist terrorism elected president by being
2020 is for all the marbles. The
hysteria. Russian spy whales.
cunning enough to recognize and global capitalist ruling classes
Perfume assassins.
ride the tsunami of populist
either crush this ongoing
anger that was building up in
populist insurgency or … God
The endless stream of fabricated 2016, and that has continued to knows where we go from here.
“news” stories pumped out by build throughout his presidency. Try to see it through their eyes
the corporate media. Best-selling
for a moment. Picture four more
books, based on nothing.
It is not going away, that anger. years of Trump … second-term
Comedians singing hymns to
Trump … Trump unleashed. Do
former FBI directors on national The Western masses are no more you really believe they’re going
television. Celebrities
thrilled about the global
to let that happen, that they are
demanding CIA coups. Papers of capitalist future today than they going to permit this populist
record like The New York Times were when voted for Brexit, and insurgency to continue for
coordinating blatant propaganda Trump, and various other
another four years?
campaigns. The list goes on, and “populist” and reactionary
on, and on.
figures.
They are not. What they are
going to do is use all their power
All of this because one
Which is precisely why
to destroy the monster … not
billionaire ass clown won an
Trumpenstein must be
Trump the man, but Trump the
election without their
destroyed, and why Brexit must symbol. They are going to
permission?
not be allowed to happen … or, drown us in impeachment
if it does, why the people of the minutiae, drip, drip, drip, for the
No, this was never just about
United Kingdom must be
next twelve months.
Donald Trump, repulsive and
mercilessly punished.
corrupt as the man may be. The
The liberal corporate media are
stakes have always been much It is also why the Gilets Jaunes going to go full-Goebbels. They
higher than that. What we’ve
are being brutally repressed by are going to whip up so much
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mass hysteria that people won’t
be able to think. They are going
to pit us one against the other,
and force us onto one or the
other side of a simulated conflict
(Democracy versus the PutinNazis) to keep us from
perceiving the actual conflict
(Global Capitalism versus
Populism).

What? You thought this had a
happy ending, that Trumpenstein
and the Bride of Trumpenstein
were going to ride off into the
orange sunrise at Mar-a-Lago in
a Trump-branded golf cart,
having made America great
again … or that Bernie was
going to storm the castle,
vanquish Trumpenstein, and set
up something resembling basic
They are going to bring us to the social democracy?
brink of civil war in order to
prevent civil war. And, if that
I told you it was a horror film,
doesn’t work, and Trump gets didn’t I?
reelected (or if it looks like he’s
going to get reelected), they’ll
probably have to just go ahead
and kill him.
One way or another, this is it.
This is the part where the global
capitalist ruling classes teach us
all a lesson. The lesson they
intend to teach us is the same old
lesson that masters have been
teaching slaves since the dawn
of slavery.
The lesson is, “abandon hope.”
The lesson is, “resistance is
futile.” The lesson is, “shut up,
eat your tofu, get back to work
at your three gig jobs, service
your school loans and your
credit card debt, vote for who
and what we tell you, and be
grateful we don’t fucking kill
you. Oh, yeah … and if you want
to rebel against something, feel
free to take up identity politics,
or to march around town with
posters of Saint Greta
demanding that we stop
destroying the planet. We’ll get
right on that, don’t you worry.”
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